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Evonence helped Revel to migrate all their emails, contacts, calendar
events, and drive data to the new Icario accounts. All the Revel users
were trained to use the Google Workspace features like Gmail, Google
Calendar, Google Meet, and more.

The challenge
Revel and Novu, two of the nation’s leading healthcare technology
companies, merged in 2020 to form Icario. Revel was using Exchange
Online as their email service and Google Drive for document
management and collaboration while Novu was already on Google
Workspace. There were a lot of inter-compatibility issues with a lot of
services between Google Workspace and Exchange Online.

The solution
With all the users from Novu already on Google Workspace and Revel
already using Google Drive, It made more sense for Revel to also
switch entirely to Google Workspace and have a uniform experience
for the users across both the companies. With the merger and
formation of Icario, it was the right time for Revel to switch completely
to Google Workspace.

The results
With all the users using Google Workspace, the collaboration
increased to a great extent between both companies after the merger.
Significant decrease in IT expenditure as Exchange Online was
displaced completely. Compatibility issues were completely gone due
to consolidation to a single platform thereby saving significant time for
the IT department.

Evonence did a great job accelerating some of the key
pieces of the Revel and Novu integration by helping us
move the entire organization into Google Workspace.
Responsive and prompt, the team was quick to
address any questions or hiccups we ran into. This
allowed the Icario team to focus on other initiatives,
our core competencies and continuing to deliver value

 to our clients.
Scib Ebel, SVP, Technology, Icario

About Icario
With over 100 million+ member connections,
Icario is a health action platform that unites
pioneering technology, data science, and
behavioral insights to connect everyone to better
health. Our mission is to make the world a
healthier place, one person at a time.
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